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RATINGS

Go-Ahead Group plc (The)
Domicile

United Kingdom

Long Term Rating

Baa3

Type

Senior Unsecured Dom Curr

Outlook

Stable

Go-Ahead's Baa3 rating, with stable outlook, is supported by the strategic focus on its UK
bus business, which has historically exhibited resilience to more challenging macroeconomic
conditions, as well as the company's prudent corporate development strategy. However, the
rating also reflects (1) the sizeable exposure to the UK rail business, which has historically
been characterised by some operating challenges and volatile profitability, although
mitigated by a bias towards London commuter services, and (2) the moderate financial
leverage when considering contingent liabilities and restricted cash balances associated
with rail operations. The rating also recognises Go-Ahead’s shareholder value policy and the
associated impact on leverage levels.
Exhibit 1

Please see the ratings section at the end of this report
for more information. The ratings and outlook shown
reflect information as of the publication date.
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Credit Strengths
»

Focus on the UK bus sector characterised by good cash flow generation and resilience to more challenging macroeconomic
conditions

»

Strong competitive position in the regulated London bus segment

»

Significant exposure to London commuter services in the rail segment

»

Prudent financial policy

Credit Challenges
»

Material presence in the UK rail segment characterised by volatile profitability and some operating challenges

»

Softening demand and some exposure to political risk in the regional bus business

»

Competitive contract tendering and renewal risk characterising the London bus operations

»

Target leverage levels and shareholder value policy suggesting potential for increasing cash distributions

Rating Outlook
Go-Ahead is well positioned at the current rating category and the stable outlook reflects the expectation that the company will
exhibit a financial profile commensurate with the rating, in the context of its growth strategy and shareholder value policy.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade
A rating upgrade could result from Go-Ahead's credit metrics permanently improving to a level above the range for the current rating,
namely Retained Cash Flow (RCF)/net debt comfortably over 15%, in conjunction with a stabilisation of the operating challenges
characterising the rail segment. However, any upward rating pressure associated with the above ratio guidance will be considered in the
context of the likelihood of returns of cash to shareholders and/or material acquisitions.

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade
Downward rating pressure would develop if Go-Ahead's credit metrics were to deteriorate to a level consistently below the range for
the current rating level, namely RCF/net debt of less than 10%. Furthermore, major debt-financed acquisition activity or a deterioration
of the company's liquidity profile could result in negative rating pressure.

Key Indicators
Exhibit 2
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This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Detailed Rating Considerations
Focus on the UK bus sector with a strong competitive position in the low risk but low margin regulated London bus segment
Go-Ahead is substantially concentrated on the UK domestic transportation market, having a strong historical strategic focus in London
and the South East of England. The group maintains a material presence in the bus segment, which incorporates both a regulated
London bus business, where Go-Ahead is the market leader with a 24% market share, and an unregulated regional UK business, where
Go- ahead is one of the smaller operators with a 7% market share. Although the London bus segment had historically been the more
significant generator of the group's operating profit (approximately 62% of total operating profit on average over 2007-11), from 2011
onwards the two have exhibited a more balanced contribution. For H1 2017, UK bus regional activities accounted for 35% of operating
profit, with London bus operations accounting for 36%.
Go Ahead’s London bus operations are subject to regulation. The city’s transport authority, Transport for London, bears the revenue
and volume risk and agrees to pay Go-Ahead a specified sum per mile to provide the specified service for a specified period (typically
five years plus a two-year extension, if performance targets are met). Contract terms vary depending on how competitive contract
tendering is. Given the lack of exposure to variations in passenger volumes, London bus activities generally exhibit stable revenues
and relatively low margins and focus on cost control and contract retention rates are therefore critical to support profitability. GoAhead's established track record and the fact that it owns around 85% of its London depot capacity on a freehold basis helps to
protect its market share upon contract renewal, but competitive pressures in the London bus market are strong and could cause
margin pressure. In addition, increasing road congestion in London means that Go-Ahead is vulnerable to receiving lower payments
remunerating service quality levels. For H1 2017, revenue in the segment saw an increase of 2.8% vs. the previous year (excluding
activities in Singapore, which are reported within this segment since September 2016).
Go-Ahead’s regional bus services are predominantly focused within a number of urban areas in the South and North East of England.
Regional bus operations are fully deregulated and, generally, Go-Ahead maintains the flexibility to set its own fares and timetables
and withdraw unprofitable services. Given the nature of the segment, a balanced management of service frequency and fare levels, in
conjunction with a focus on costs, are key in terms of driving profitability and cash flow generation. Go-Ahead has historically added
to this business through small bolt on acquisitions which have increased revenues and cash flow. The bus business has evidenced an
element of counter-cyclicality in difficult economic circumstances and cost pressures have been reasonably well managed, but some
margin pressure has been evident. For H1 2017, revenue in the segment reported an increase of 0.8% vs. the previous year, despite a
0.7% decrease in passenger levels, mainly resulting from sluggish economic recovery in the North East, changing customer preferences
and a contraction in concessionary travel. In this context, we note the critical importance of fares flexibility in the segment, which
continues to support Go-Ahead's financial profile. Decreasing fuel costs also mitigated the financial impact of declining passenger
trends on profitability levels in the segment.
Exhibit 3

Price flexibility and resilient profile underpin margins in the regional bus segment
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Although the UK bus market outside London is generally deregulated, a material portion of revenue is received from local authorities by
way of statutory concessionary fares, whereby local authorities reimburse a percentage of the full fare to bus operators for each journey
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taken by elderly or disabled passengers. Local authorities may also provide support for concessionary fares outside of the statutory
system. In addition, bus operators may operate tendered services on behalf of, and supported by, local authorities, where provision of
such services would not be economically viable for a commercial bus operator.
Concessionary revenues represent approximately 20% of Go-Ahead's regional bus revenues. In addition, a further 10% of regional
bus revenues is received from local authorities in respect of tendered services. Over the past few years, there has been a progressive
revision of the level of support towards the bus sector in the UK. In Moody's view, revisions to support levels, which also include the
so-called Bus Service Operators Grant (i.e. essentially, a fuel duty rebate), pose risks for the sector, in light of local authorities' budget
constraints and, more generally, the political risk and sensitivity associated with the support of the private bus sector.
Moody's also notes the risk associated with the Buses Bill, which could potentially result, particularly in larger cities, in the replacement
of the current commercialised market for bus services with a contracted regional bus system more in line with the London framework,
whereby bus operators may not be subject to price and volume risk but would see reduced flexibility over bus operations. Such
developments would likely limit profitability for bus operators, although Moody's does not expect any potential changes to the current
framework to be implemented in the short term. This is as a result of the complexity of the discussions regarding the implications
of a franchised bus system on regional finances, which would likely require some form of subsidisation of bus services from regional
governments. We also note, however, that the potential replacement of commercialised bus services with a franchised model in areas
where Go-Ahead is not currently present, would result in new bidding opportunities for the company.
Sizeable UK rail business historically characterised by some operating challenges but mitigated by a bias towards London
commuter services
Go-Ahead is one of the largest operators in the UK rail segment and currently owns three train operating companies (TOCs) providing
rail services into London. Approximately 36% of Go-Ahead’s operating profit for H1 2017 was generated in the rail segment. In
common with the other operators in the UK rail industry, Go-Ahead has experienced volatile margins over the past years, as franchisebid revenue forecasts have not been met in certain cases. Nevertheless, the characteristics of each of the Go-Ahead TOCs have helped
to mitigate the full effect of this trend. Given that Go-Ahead has a somewhat concentrated geographical exposure, London's economic
prospects significantly affect Go-Ahead's own. Nevertheless, London's economy remains relatively robust. The geographic location of
its rail activities also means that Go-Ahead is dependent on commuter traffic trends, which Moody's considers to be more reliable and
less volatile over the longer term than those of leisure, long distance or business traffic. More generally, the regulated commuter fare
revenue is less volatile in terms of prices obtained for services delivered.
Exhibit 4

Rail characterised by volatile profitability and, more recently, some operating challenges
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The Southeastern franchise (successfully retained by Go-Ahead in September 2014) runs until December 2018 and benefited from
a revenue support mechanism in the period April 2010-September 2014, which provided for payments from the UK Government to
compensate for some loss of revenue (so-called revenue support), which reduced revenue risk materially. However, under the new
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contract applicable from September 2014, Southeastern has taken full revenue risk. For the first six months ending December 2017,
Southeastern reported passenger revenue and journeys up 2.5% and 0.1%, respectively.
The London Midland franchise, which commenced in November 2007 and runs through to October 2017, is smaller and has a modestly
declining subsidy profile which implies that small revenue growth was anticipated in this franchise. In fact, actual revenue earned has
been fairly close to bid assumptions. Nevertheless, the franchise has had its problems, as it has a high cost base and suffered from
industrial action in the past. However, management has taken remedial action and the franchise is now performing well. For the first
six months ending December 2017, the franchise exhibited a 5.9% growth in passenger revenues and a 4.3% increase in passenger
journeys, thus supporting the performance of the overall segment.
Go-Ahead also runs a third rail franchise, Govia Thameslink Railway (GTR), which consists of Thameslink, Great Northern, Southern
and Gatwick Express services. This franchise has however been characterised by a weak performance vs. initial expectations, as further
discussed below. The good performance of the other rail franchises operated by Go-Ahead helped to partially offset the associated
negative impact, although we note the short remaining life of the Southeastern and London Midland franchises.
Overall, despite the focus on commuter services, Moody's believes that the UK rail business is exposed to greater downside risks and
volatility than the Go-Ahead's UK bus business.
GTR’s performance impacted by ongoing operational challenges
In May 2014, the Department for Transport (DfT) awarded the seven-year management contract for the GTR rail franchise to GoAhead, which assumed its operations in September 2014. The GTR franchise management contract combined several existing rail
franchises: the Thameslink services connecting Bedford with central London, Gatwick Airport and Brighton; Great Northern services
from London King's Cross to Cambridge; and Southern services from London to the south coast.
At the time of the award of the franchise, Go-Ahead estimated the generation of an operating margin of around 3% over the franchise
term (4% when excluding the non-cash effect of applying IAS 19). However, the franchise is currently loss making due to incremental
costs resulting from inherited operational challenges, changes to the operating network and ongoing disputes with trade unions,
which resulted in additional costs being incurred and delays to expected efficiencies. As a result of these developments, Go-Ahead is in
discussions with the DfT regarding a number of contractual variations relating to these issues. Given the complexity of such discussions,
as well as the uncertain timing of any potential resolution, management indicated that for FY 2017, the impact on profitability will be
in the area of +/-£15 million. In this context, however, we note the significant challenges and uncertainty around the improvement in
profitability for the franchise assumed by management, at a time when operational problems continue to affect the performance of
the franchise. In addition, we also note the potential reputational damage to Go-Ahead deriving from the ongoing difficulties in the
management of the GTR franchise.
Conservative corporate development strategy with modest on-balance sheet debt burden but sizeable contingent liabilities
and some flexibility for increasing shareholder distributions
Go-Ahead has historically maintained a conservative approach to acquisitions, preferring to concentrate on developing its UK
operations through organic growth. Opportunities for acquiring UK regional and London bus companies are pursued but these have
historically been of modest size. Moody's expects Go-Ahead to continue to target other rail interests in the future, in the UK and
abroad (particularly in Germany and the Nordics) and, more generally, explore additional opportunities in its core businesses.
Go-Ahead currently has a moderate amount of on-balance sheet debt (approximately £396 million of debt and finance leasing
obligations as of H1 2017), resulting from its policy of largely organic growth, but previous share buy-back strategy. As a result of steady
cash flow generation, on a reported basis, Go-Ahead’s net debt/EBITDA stood at 1.35x as of H1 2017. We note that this is below the
1.5x-2.5x range targeted by the company and we expect this deleveraging to be somewhat transitory in nature. As such, absent major
significant acquisitions, Go-Ahead exhibits some flexibility for potentially increasing distributions to shareholders.
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Exhibit 5
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In the context of Go-Ahead's debt position, and given the terms of the franchise obligations, Moody's does not treat the operating
lease charges for the TOCs rolling stock as debt equivalents when calculating financial metrics, but treats the cash charges pertaining
thereto as operating expenditure. However, Moody's treats the contingent liabilities that Go-Ahead has to support the TOCs
obligations as debt equivalents. Moody's believes this gives a more accurate measure of the true debt burden of Go-Ahead. In addition,
a relatively material portion of Go-Ahead's cash balances is restricted.
Brexit vote creates uncertainties
Uncertainty surrounding the UK’s decision to leave the EU is likely to have a negative effect on economic sentiment. This reflects a
lack of clarity over the shape of the UK's future economic and trading arrangements with the EU. Uncertainty resulting from the Brexit
vote could also negatively affect business investment and consumer confidence, which could in turn cause a deceleration of economic
growth.
Moody’s current base case is that the UK and the EU will eventually come to an agreement that broadly mimics most, but not all, of
current trading and regulatory arrangements (see also “Credit impact of Brexit will be modest and manageable for most UK issuers
if shared interests of UK, EU underpin deal”, March 2017). However, there are clear downside risks to this relatively benign scenario,
including the possibility that no new permanent or temporary trade arrangements will be agreed before the expiration of the two-year
withdrawal period. There is also the risk of a sudden collapse of the negotiations without any substitute arrangements being put in
place.
Supportive macroeconomic trends, employment levels and migration flows are key drivers underpinning the demand for bus and coach
services in the UK and a material deviation from the current base case scenario discussed above could have a detrimental impact on
passenger levels.

Liquidity Analysis
The liquidity profile of the group is good, underpinned by expected reasonably stable cash flows and access to committed bank credit
facilities. As at December 2016, Go-Ahead had undrawn committed banking facilities available of £85 million and unrestricted cash of
approximately £110 million.
The main source of standby liquidity is a £280 million medium-term syndicated revolving credit facility due in July 2021 (£195 million
drawn). This facility contains performance covenants (both a Net Debt/EBITDA covenant and EBITDA to net interest payable covenant).
Moody's understands that Go-Ahead is in compliance with these covenants. Nevertheless, the facility is subject to a MAC clause,
whereby any material adverse effect on the group as a whole would cause an event of default under the facility.
Over the next 12 months, the group is expected to generate reasonable operating cash flow, enabling the group to fund its capital
expenditure programme and meet certain contractual debt maturities within the period, which are modest bank loan and leasing
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facility repayments. We note the sizeable bond maturity (£200 million) in September 2017, but we take comfort from the fact that GoAhead is currently working on refinancing this through a new bond, which is expected to exhibit a lower interest cost (5.375% is the
coupon currently associated with the £200 million maturing bond).
Exhibit 6
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Structural Considerations
Go-Ahead’s Baa3 senior unsecured rating also reflects the fact that the company’s rated £200 million bond due 2017 benefits from
guarantees from the following Go-Ahead group companies: (1) Go-Ahead Holding Limited; (2) Go-Ahead Leasing Limited; (3) Go North
East Limited; (4) London General Transport Services Limited; (5) Metrobus Limited; (6) Go South Coast Limited; (7) Brighton & Hove
Bus and Coach Company Limited; and (8) City of Oxford Motor Services Limited. The provision of these guarantees ensures that the
holders of the bonds are not structurally subordinated to providers of the current bank loan facilities to the Go-Ahead group and are an
important factor in the current rating.

Corporate Profile
Go-Ahead is a listed UK-based bus and rail operator predominantly focused on the domestic market. The UK bus business comprises
interests in both the regulated London bus market, where Go-Ahead is the largest operator, and the deregulated regional bus market,
where Go-Ahead is one of the smaller UK national bus companies. Go-Ahead's rail interests, which currently comprise three franchises
(Southeastern, London Midland and GRT), are held through a 65% owned subsidiary, Govia, the remaining 35% being owned by Keolis
(a subsidiary of the French railway operator SNCF). Outside of the UK, Go Ahead will start operations of its first German rail contract in
June 2019, while the company also started managing 25 bus routes in Singapore from September 2016.

Rating Methodology and Scorecard Factors
Go-Ahead's rating reflects our assessment of the group's overall business profile and financial performance, in line with our Global
Surface Transportation and Logistics Companies Methodology, published in May 2017. The grid-indicated rating, on the basis of audited
financial statements for LTM to December 2016, is Baa3.
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Exhibit 7

Rating factors
Rating Factors

Go-Ahead Group plc (The)
Surface Transport at ion and Logist ics Indust ry Grid [1][2]

Fact or 1 : Business Profile (15%)

Current
LTM 31/ 12/ 2016
Measure

a) Business Profile

Score

Moody's 12-18 Mont h
Forward View
As of 21/ 06/ 2017 [3]
Measure

Baa

Score
Baa

Fact or 2 : Scale (20%)
a) Revenue ($ billion)

$4.6

Ba

$4.5 - $4.7

Ba

a) Operating Margin

3.3%

B

4.2% - 4.8%

B

b) FFO / Debt

23.3%

Baa

25% - 26%

Baa

7.1%

Ba

9.0% - 10.0%

Ba/Baa

a) Debt / EBITDA

4.1x

Ba

3.0x - 3.2x

Baa

b) EBIT / Interest Expense

6.9x

A

6x - 6.5x

A

Fact or 3 : Profit abilit y, Cash Flow, and Ret urns (20%)

c) EBITA / Avg. Assets
Fact or 4 : Leverage and Coverage (30%)

Fact or 5 : Financial Policy (15%)
a) Financial Policy

Baa

Baa

a) Indicated Rating from Grid

Baa3

Baa3/Baa2

b) Actual Rating Assigned

Baa3

Rat ing:

[1] All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non-Financial Corporations.
[2] LTM to December 2016.
[3] This represents Moody's forward view, not the view of the issuer, and unless noted in the text does not incorporate significant acquisitions and divestitures.
Source: Moody's Financial Metrics

Ratings
Exhibit 8
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GO-AHEAD GROUP PLC (THE)

Outlook
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www.moodys.com under the heading “Investor Relations — Corporate Governance — Director and Shareholder Affiliation Policy.”
Additional terms for Australia only: Any publication into Australia of this document is pursuant to the Australian Financial Services License of MOODY’S affiliate, Moody’s Investors
Service Pty Limited ABN 61 003 399 657AFSL 336969 and/or Moody’s Analytics Australia Pty Ltd ABN 94 105 136 972 AFSL 383569 (as applicable). This document is intended
to be provided only to “wholesale clients” within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. By continuing to access this document from within Australia, you
represent to MOODY’S that you are, or are accessing the document as a representative of, a “wholesale client” and that neither you nor the entity you represent will directly or
indirectly disseminate this document or its contents to “retail clients” within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. MOODY’S credit rating is an opinion as
to the creditworthiness of a debt obligation of the issuer, not on the equity securities of the issuer or any form of security that is available to retail investors. It would be reckless
and inappropriate for retail investors to use MOODY’S credit ratings or publications when making an investment decision. If in doubt you should contact your financial or other
professional adviser.
Additional terms for Japan only: Moody's Japan K.K. (“MJKK”) is a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody's Group Japan G.K., which is wholly-owned by Moody’s
Overseas Holdings Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of MCO. Moody’s SF Japan K.K. (“MSFJ”) is a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of MJKK. MSFJ is not a Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (“NRSRO”). Therefore, credit ratings assigned by MSFJ are Non-NRSRO Credit Ratings. Non-NRSRO Credit Ratings are assigned by an
entity that is not a NRSRO and, consequently, the rated obligation will not qualify for certain types of treatment under U.S. laws. MJKK and MSFJ are credit rating agencies registered
with the Japan Financial Services Agency and their registration numbers are FSA Commissioner (Ratings) No. 2 and 3 respectively.
MJKK or MSFJ (as applicable) hereby disclose that most issuers of debt securities (including corporate and municipal bonds, debentures, notes and commercial paper) and preferred
stock rated by MJKK or MSFJ (as applicable) have, prior to assignment of any rating, agreed to pay to MJKK or MSFJ (as applicable) for appraisal and rating services rendered by it fees
ranging from JPY200,000 to approximately JPY350,000,000.
MJKK and MSFJ also maintain policies and procedures to address Japanese regulatory requirements.
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